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In this paper, force and particle-image-velocimetry vorticity measurements of biologically inspired hover
kinematics are compared to corresponding results of an unsteady aerodynamic vortex model and a Navier–Stokes
(NS) solver. The Reynolds number and the reduced frequency are 4.8 × 103 and 0.38, respectively. Three kinematics
derived from the measured hovering kinematics of an Agrius convolvuli are considered: 1) without elevation angle,
2) elevation angle accounted in the pitch angle, and 3) pure sinusoidal pitch–plunge neglecting higher harmonics. The
Navier–Stokes computations show good qualitative agreement with experiments with consistent underprediction.
The time-averaged thrust coefficients obtainedusingNavier–Stokes computations are 82 to 87%of the corresponding
force measurements. The standard deviation of time history of thrust coefficients, also normalized by the measured
time-averaged values, is 13 to 20%. The underprediction is possibly due to blockage effects in the experiments, also
reflected in lower values of the vorticity compared to particle-image-velocimetry measurements. The unsteady
aerodynamic vortex model captures some of the peaks in a qualitative manner. The relative difference in the time-
averaged forces and standarddeviationare 8 to 18%and66 to 93%, respectively.Thedifferences in prediction of time
histories are not reflected in the estimation of time-averaged forces due to cancellation effects, wherein the forces are
underpredicted in the first half of the stroke and overpredicted in the second half. The discrepancies are attributed to
the simplifying assumptions in the unsteady aerodynamic vortex model, which overpredicts the vorticity in the
leading-edge vortex and results in significant differences in the wing–wake interaction process.
Nomenclature
A = area swept by the wing, m2
CL = lateral force coefficient
CT = thrust coefficient
c = mean chord length, m
Flateral = lateral force, N
f = flapping frequency, Hz
h = plunge position experiment
h0 = plunge amplitude experiment
k = reduced frequency
Lref = reference length
Mx = moment around the x axis, N · m
P = power, W
R = semispan, m
Re = Reynolds number
T = thrust force, N
Uref = reference velocity, m∕s
α = feathering angle, rad
δ = pitch angle, rad
θ = elevation angle
νa = viscosity of air
νw = viscosity of water
ρ = density
Φ = flapping amplitude, rad
ϕ = flapping angle
· = first time derivative
- = averaged quantity
I. Introduction
F LAPPING wings have unique characteristics that can beexploited in the development of micro aerial vehicles; for
example, flapping wings perform very well in small spaces, they are
very small, and they have low energy consumption. Applications can
range from reconnaissance in confined spaces to search and rescue in
damaged buildings. Of particular interest is the aerodynamics of
small birds and insects in hover, which demonstrate the agility
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necessary for those missions. Awell-studied example of a biological
flapping flyer is the hawkmoth. Thismoth is an excellent study object
for a number of reasons [1]. The wing beat of the moths is strikingly
consistent. This consistent wing beat holds for an individual moth as
well as comparing different moths. The main features dominant in
insect flapping flight are present in the strokeof the hawkmoth,without
the complications of other mechanisms present in a number of insects
(e.g., clap and fling mechanism [2] and exaggerated ventral flexion).
Both numerical and experimental methods pose challenges in
studying the unsteady aerodynamics of bio-inspired flapping wings.
As the wing size becomes smaller, the flapping frequency increases
and the Reynolds number decreases. Consequently, the flowfields
around the flapping wings feature formation of large-scale vortex
structures closely related to the onset of separation and reattachment,
lag between the instantaneous wing motion and the response of
the flowfield and the aerodynamics forces, and three-dimensional
effects [3]. Moreover, the fluid physics associated with the flapping
wing is qualitatively and quantitatively influenced by the kinematics
as well as the Reynolds number [4]. For fruit flies and honey bees
with Reynolds number around 1 × 102 and 1 × 103, issues such as
turbulence are less dominant. On the other side of the low-Reynolds-
number regime between 1 × 104 and 6 × 104, several studies have
assessed the fluid physics in a collaborative experimental and
numerical framework [5,6].
Multiple tools are available for the design and development of
aerodynamic systems, which vary from sophisticated high-fidelity
computational models solving the Navier–Stokes equations [6] to
lower-fidelity reduced-order vortex models [7], to theoretical
potential-flow models. In general, high-fidelity models require more
computational resources and computer time compared with low-
fidelity models. The performance improvement of low-fidelity
models is achieved through simplifying assumptions of the flow
physics that reduce the dimensionality of the computational problem
and, at the same time, limit the accuracy of the results. It follows that
validation of computational tools, typically by comparison with
suitable experimental results, is important. Experiments used for
validation also have intrinsic limitations, primarily due to facility
size, sensor noise, and spatial resolution of flowfield measurements.
Over the past few years, the authors have developed high- and low-
fidelity computational models and advanced experimental techniques
for the study of flapping-wing systems. The present research is an
attempt to cross-validate these computational tools and experimental
techniques by applying them to the same problem. Specifically, the
goal of the present research is to provide a detailed comparison
between experimental and numerical analysis of the complex flow
about flapping wings in hover. A bio-inspired wing motion derived
from the hawkmoth wing kinematics is used, which captures essential
features of the complex flow about flapping wings [8].
The primary objective of this paper is to compare the experimental
results for three hover kinematics derived from those of a hawkmoth,
as presented by Vandenheede et al. [8] with the results obtained
with an unsteady vortex model [7] and a high-fidelity computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) code [6] that solves the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. Thus, the accuracy and computational efficiency, in terms of
computer time required, can be assessed. The Reynolds number and
reduced frequency for the results presented are representative of a
hawkmoth in hover (i.e.,Re  4.8 × 103 and k  0.38, respectively).
A pitch–plunge apparatus is used to produce the hover kinematics.
Although this is a significant change compared to actual flapping-wing
kinematics, this simplification enabled the high-resolution force and
velocity measurements necessary to validate the results. We primarily
focus on both the time-averaged values and the time histories of the
thrust generation and the corresponding vorticity field. The time-
averaged values are relevant for micro aerial vehicles, when the
flapping timescale is orders ofmagnitude smaller than the vehicle time
scale. Moreover, the instantaneous force histories are essential for
performance evaluation, flight dynamics modeling, and control.
In this paper, we use a rigid wing to simplify experimental
measurements and focus on the differences and similarities in the
results obtained using experimental and numerical methods. The
wing planform is a Zimmerman wing, which can be viewed as a
rough approximation of a hawkmoth wing. It is well established
that structural flexibility can significantly affect the outcome of
the aerodynamics due to the coupled fluid–structural interactions.
Recent studies in this area can be found in [9–11].
The outline is as follows.We first describe the case setup, followed
by a description of the experimental and numericalmethods in Sec. II.
The comparisons of the force coefficients and the flow structures
are shown and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Sec. IV.
II. Methodologies
A. Scaling and Nondimensional Parameters
Several hover kinematics, inspired by the kinematics of a
hawkmoth (Agrius convolvuli), are used in this study. The process
used to derive the pitch–plunge kinematics from the hawkmoth hover
kinematics is described next. As a starting point for determining
the relevant scaling and nondimensional parameters, the values for
the hawkmoth wing motion are presented first, followed by the
corresponding values for the pitch–plunge kinematics.
1. Hawkmoth (Agrius Convolvuli)
TheAgrius convolvuli is a subspecies of the hawkmoth Sphingidae.
It is a large species with a wingspan of about 80–105 mm. Similar to
hummingbirds, they have evolved to feed on nectar while hovering in
front of a flower. This capability makes them an excellent study object
for flapping hovering flight. The kinematics of this moth in hovering
flight have been measured by Liu et al. [12], covered in Sec. II.B. The
motion is relatively simple and does not include a clap and fling
mechanism. The Agrius convolvuli is four-winged, but the motion of
thewings on both sides in hover is nearly the same and can be assumed
to act as one wing. The wing combined planform of both wings is
similar to the Zimmerman planform and will be modeled as such.
The parameters determining the dynamics are presented in Table 1.
The flapping frequency and amplitude are those of the moth in hover.
To calculate the relevant dimensionless parameters for hover, a
reference point on the wing needs to be chosen. In general, the wing
tip is used for this purpose [9]; however, the objective is to capture the
most relevant phenomena and try to represent these in a pitch–plunge
motion. Because the wing translates, the local wing velocity is the
same for any point on a line in spanwise direction. For a flapping
motion, this local velocity will scale linearly with the spanwise
distance from the root. Hence, using the tip velocity will make the
scaling parameters too large; a reasonable approximation is to use
three quarters of the span (Lref  0.75Rm):
Uref  2ΦfLref (1)











With the reference velocity based on three quarters of the span, the
Reynolds number and reduced frequency are 4.8 × 103 and 0.38,
respectively.







Mean chord length c, mm 18.3 62.4
Semispan R, mm 50.5 241.3
Aspect ratio 2.76 3.87
Flapping frequency, Hz 26.1 0.15
































































2. Relevant Nondimensional Parameters
We consider a pitch–plunge motion; hence, the reference velocity
is equal to the average velocity during half of the period, which is
given in Eq. (4) and depends only on the amplitude and frequency of
the motion:
Uref  4fh0 (4)
Substitution of the reference velocity [Eq. (4)] leads to the following
expression for the reduced frequency of the experiment. Note that,
in the pitch–plunge case, for fixed-wing geometry, the reduced










In the present study, theReynolds number is kept constant at the value
of the hawkmoth (i.e., 4.8 × 103), and the reduced frequency is kept
at 0.38.
B. Hover Kinematics
The kinematics used in this study are based on the kinematics of
the hawkmoth. The rotation axis of the pitch motion coincides with
the leading edge at the root of the airfoil. Three motions are
considered in this study. The first hover motion ignores the elevation
angle of the hawkmoth kinematics and simply converts the flapping
and feathering angle, as shown in Fig. 1a. Thismotionwill be referred
to as hover motion 1, or HM1. The second hover motion (Fig. 1b)
incorporates a correction in the flapping and feathering angle for
variations in elevation angle. This motion will be referred to as hover
motion 2, or HM2. The third motion is a pure sinusoidal motion with
the same pitch and plunge amplitudes as the basic Agrius convolvuli
kinematics. The sinusoidal kinematics are plotted in Fig. 1c.
C. Experimental Setup
1. Water Channel and Wing Planform
The experiments are performed in the University of Michigan
water channel. The channel has a total volume of about 19 m3. The
test section measures 610 by 610 mm and is 2.44 m long. The
transparent test-sectionwalls facilitate flow visualization and particle
image velocimetry (PIV) experiments. The channel is capable of
producing very low-turbulence flow; the free turbulence intensity is
less than 1%. Flow speeds can range from 5 to 40 cm∕s. For this
experiment, there is no flow in the channel because we are inves-
tigating a hover case.
A Zimmerman wing is used in all experiments; the wing has a
chord of 79.4 mm and a span of 241.3 mm. The planform shape
consists of two ellipses, with the major axis equal to the span, and the
midpoint of the ellipse is the quarter chord position, shown in Fig. 2a.
The wing planform is laser-cut (PLS6.75, Universal Laser Systems)
out of a transparent acrylic plate with a thickness of 2.75mm, and the
wing edges are sharp right angles. The thickness of the wing is
substantial, and thewing is henceforth assumed to be rigid; during the
experiments, no deformation of the wing was observed. The wing is
clamped andmounted on a rig with twomotors, hanging vertically in
the water channel, as shown in Fig. 2b. The motors are capable of
performing pitch–plunge motions with a high degree of accuracy.
2. Force Data Acquisition
The force data are acquired using the ATI Mini 40 force/torque
sensor mounted on top of the wing clamp. The raw sensor data are
then calibrated and filtered using a Butterworth low-pass filter to
reduce the noise.








a) Pitch-plunge hover motion experiment ignoring
the loss of elevation angle (hover motion 1)








b) Pitch-plunge hover motion experiment with
compensation for the loss of elevation angle
(hover motion 2)








c) Pure Sinusoidal pitch-plunge motion with the same
amplitude and frequency as the Agrius Convolvuli
































































Permotion, force data are acquired in six separate sets of 25 cycles.
The first five cycles are cropped from eachmeasurement, eliminating
any startup phenomena that might occur. The data are then calibrated
with the certified calibrationmatrix supplied byATI and converted to
thrust and lateral force components. The thrust is defined as the force
perpendicular to the plunge motion; similarly, the lateral force is the
force lateral to the plunge motion.
The thrust and lateral force components are filteredwith a low-pass
Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency of 3 Hz. To eliminate the
phase shift introduced by the filter, it is run over the data in the
forward and reverse time direction usingMATLAB’s filtfilt function.
This process ensures zero phase distortion and squares themagnitude
of the original filter transfer function.
Next, the remaining 120 cycles are phase averaged, and the sample
mean and the corresponding standard deviation are calculated.
The standard deviation is good indication of the accuracy of the
measurement and is plotted as an error bar in the force plots.
3. Particle Image Velocimetry
The PIV setup consists of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics
PIV-300), an optical setup to form the laser sheet, an external timing
system (a BNC 555 pulse delay generator and the Stanford Research
Systems’s DG535), a high-resolution 14 bit cooled charge-coupled-
device camera system (Cooke, PCO4000) with a Nikon Micro-
NIKKOR 105 mm lens. The camera has a sensor of 4008 by 2672
pixels. The flow is seeded with Titanium(IV) oxide, rutile powder
with a diameter of about 5 μm.
In the setup, the laser sheet is horizontal, parallel to the water
surface, and the camera is underneath looking up, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The plunge amplitude is about 130mm; to obtain the required
spatial resolution, three camera positions are used, and the data are
stitched together during postprocessing. The camera is mounted on
a slide and shifted to three positions that have an overlap region.
The stitching procedure is completely discrete, i.e., no (weighted)
averaging procedure was used in the overlap region. The discrete
stitching ensures that discrepancies between images would be spotted
visually. The camera lens is focused to produce a magnification of
approximately 14 pixels permillimeter. Using this technique, a field of
viewof 6225 by 3525pixels (or 437 by 247mm) is obtained, capturing
the entire plunge motion. The time between image pairs is 2 ms.
Similar to the force data acquisition, the PIV data are acquired over
120 cycles and processed. The postprocessing of the images was
performed using in-house developed software written in MATLAB.
A high-resolution interrogation window of 32 by 32 pixels is used,
with a search window of 8 by 8 pixels. The calculated velocities are
subsequently phase-averaged.
D. Unsteady Aerodynamic Vortex Model
The unsteady aerodynamic model is based on two-dimensional
potential flow and uses a vorticity/circulation approach to compute
the aerodynamic loads. The formulation was originally derived for
rigid wings in hover [13,14]. The model has been subsequently
modified to account for spanwise and chordwisewing flexibility [15]
and freestream due to forward flight speed [7]. The effect of the
Reynolds number is also incorporated into the calculation of shed
vorticity [7].
Transient and time-averaged forces, computed using the approxi-
mate model, were compared with those obtained from CFD-based
computations for rigid airfoils as well as wings in hover and forward
flight [7,15]. For all cases considered, the approximate unsteady
aerodynamic loads show reasonable agreement with CFD-based
results.
The overall approach is as follows. First, the wing is divided into
several spanwise stations, where each section is represented as an
airfoil. For each airfoil, an airfoil–wake surface that captures the
airfoil degrees of freedom and approximates the geometry of the shed
wake is identified. Next, the airfoil and the airfoil–wake surface are
transformed to a circle in the complex plane using a conformal
mapping. Thus, the airfoil-bound and shed-wake vorticity are
computed on the complex plane. The quasi-steady component of
vorticity is obtained by neglecting the effect of the shed wake. The
strength of shed vorticity is computed by enforcing a stagnation
condition at the leading edge (LE) and aKutta condition at the trailing
edge (TE). The airfoil bound vorticity is obtained as a sum of the
quasi-steady and wake-induced vorticity on the airfoil. Next, the
vorticity in the complex plane is transformed back to the airfoil–wake
surface (physical plane) using an inverse transform. The unsteady
loads acting on the airfoil are obtained from the total vorticity using
the unsteady Bernoulli equation. Finally, the shed vorticity is
convected using the Rott–Birkhoff equation, which is derived from
the Biot–Savart law for two-dimensional flow.
For the case of hover, the vortices that are shed during previous
cycles remain in the vicinity of the wing and therefore influence the
forces generated by the wing even after several subsequent cycles.
Consequently, the mean forces were computed once the forces
reached an approximate steady state. For all of the cases considered,
an approximate steady state was reached after the second cycle.
Simulations also showed that decreasing the vortex core size
improved correlation with experimental results. Decreasing the
vortex core size promotes vortex roll up. Thus, it appears that a core
size of 0.00625c captures the vortex dynamics most accurately.
Furthermore, decreasing the size of the vortex core also decreased the
noise generated due to interaction of the vortices with the airfoil,
thereby improving the quality of the solution. It appears that
decreasing the core size further had a comparatively minor impact on
the forces (illustrated in Fig. 4).
Fig. 2 Experimental setup.
































































E. Computational Fluid Dynamics: Navier–Stokes Equation Solver
The governing equations for fluid motion given by the Navier–
Stokes equations are solved with Loci-STREAM [4,6], which is
a three-dimensional, unstructured, pressure-based finite-volume
solver written in the Loci framework. It employs implicit first- or
second-order time stepping and treats the convection terms using the
second-order upwind-type scheme and the pressure and viscous
terms using second-order schemes. The systemof equations resulting
from the linearized momentum equations are handled with the
symmetric Gauss–Seidel solver. The pressure correction equation is
solved with either the generalized minimal residual linear solver
with Jacobi preconditioner provided by PETSc [16–18] or the
BoomerAMG [19] linear solver provided by Hypre. The Loci
framework is, by design, a rule-based, highly parallelizable frame-
work for finite-volume methods [20]. The geometric conservation
law [21], a necessary consideration in domains with moving
boundaries, is satisfied [22]. The motion of the wing is realized by
rigidly moving the computational mesh [4,6].
The computational grid to solve the Navier–Stokes equations
consists of mixed brick and tetrahedral cells around the Zimmerman
wing; see Fig. 5. To assess the grid size sensitivity, four grids with
different spatial resolutions are used with 0.34 × 106 (blue solid),
0.51 × 106 (black dashed-dotted), 0.73 × 106 (red dashed), and 5.7 ×
106 (magenta dotted) cells for eachmesh. For the time-step sensitivity
analysis, 250 (blue solid), 500 (red dashed), and 1000 (black dotted)
time steps per motion cycle were chosen on the grid with 0.51 × 106
cells. From the results shown in Fig. 6, the intermediate grid with
0.51 × 106 cells and 500 time steps per motion cycle show solutions
with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. The thrust on the
finest mesh (5.7 × 106) has the highest peak by around 7%, but the
chosen mesh is able to capture the physics closely. The fluid flow is
assumed to be laminar. The first grid spacing from thewing surface is
set to 2.5 × 10−3c, and the outer boundary of the computational grid
is located at 30 chords away from the wing. At the outer compu-
tational boundary, zero velocity and reference density are assigned.
On the wing surface, the no-slip condition is applied.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Nondimensionalization of the Data
The force data are nondimensionalized by the dynamic pressure
(based on the reference velocity Uref equal to 4fh0; see Sec. II.A.2)
and the wing planform area. The thrust coefficient is then defined as





Similarly, the lateral force coefficient is normalized by the same
dynamic pressure and the projectedwing surfacewing planform area.
B. Comparison of Force Generation
The force coefficients, as described in Sec. III.A, for the three
motions are presented in this section. The data-acquisitionmethod for
the experiment is described in Sec. II.C.2. In the experiment, the first
five cycles were cropped from the data set to omit transient effects
that occur. It was found that, in these few cycles, the measurement
data contained more noise, attributed to the fact that vortices are not
shed instantly due to the lack of a freestream flow.
For forces obtained from the Navier–Stokes (NS) computations
and the unsteady aerodynamic vortexmodel, the first two cycleswere
cropped from the data set to remove the initial transient effects, and
the remaining three cycles were phase averaged. The comparison of
the time history of the forces is shown in Fig. 7. The unsteady
aerodynamic vortex model (UAVM) takes approximately 6 h on 12
CPUs to compute for five motion cycles, while the Navier–Stokes
computations take approximately 16 h on 24 Intel Xeon CPUs.
The shape of the time history of the force coefficients for the NS
calculations is similar to themeasurements for all motions with slight
underprediction. As for the experimental results, there is a slight
asymmetry in the force coefficients during the up- and downstroke.
For HM1, the NS results can almost be linearly scaled to fit the
experimental results. For the HM2 kinematics, the difference
between the first and second maxima in the thrust coefficient is
slightly larger in theNS calculations. And the differences between the
up- and downstroke are less pronounced for the sinusoidal motion.
For all motions, however, the shape is very similar compared to
experimental results. The time of the peaks and valleys in the force
coefficients are nearly the same; the maximum lag between two
Fig. 4 Comparison of the force coefficients for different core radii.
































































maxima is 1.8% percent of the period, which is found for the HM1
motion.
The unsteady aerodynamic model predicts a shape of the time
history of the force coefficients that is less similar to the experiments.
The unsteady aerodynamic vortex model underpredicts the force co-
efficients of the experiment at the beginning of the stroke, t  0–0.2,
and overpredicts the force coefficients toward the end of the stroke,
generally for t  0.3–0.5, and similarly for the reverse stroke. This
trend is observed for all three motions. The locations of the peaks are
accurately predicted by the model; the maximum lag between two
maxima is 5.1% of the period and occurs for HM2 kinematics.
The average force coefficients for the experiment, the NS
calculations (averaged over the last four cycles), and unsteady
aerodynamic vortex model (averaged over the last four cycles) are
summarized in Table 2. The average force coefficients, computed and
measured, are of the same order of magnitude and the differences are
always smaller than 31% with respect to the experiment.
On average, the force coefficients computed with NS are between
82 and 87% of the values measured in the experiment; the NS
computations underpredict the force coefficients consistently, as
shown in the time histories in Fig. 7. The underprediction can also be
seen as the difference in slope between the NS computations and the
experimental results shown in Fig. 8. Possible reasons for these
differences may be found in the boundary conditions of each setup.
First, in the experimental setup, thewater channel walls are relatively
close to the wing at some phases of the motion, which may result
in blockage effects. In the NS computations, the outer boundary
of the computations domain is located orders of magnitude away
from the motion. Blockage effects would increase the forces
measured. Second, in the experiments, an offset between the center of
the motions and the center of the water channel could cause an
asymmetry in the measured forces during the up- and downstroke.
Theminimum distance to thewall was 2.5 chords. The flow in theNS
computation is assumed to be fully laminar without an attempt to
resolve small turbulence scales to capture turbulence or laminar-to-
turbulence transition. Another possible reason for the discrepancy is
difference in the flow induced by the thrust-producing wing. The
experimental results are averages over 120 cycles to produce a
well-established induced flow in the facility. In contrast, the com-
putational results converge to a stable solution in only a few cycles are
only over a few cycles. These potential sources of disagreement
between the experiment and CFD have not been quantified and are
being investigated.
Similar to predicting the shape of the time history of the forces,
the prediction of the average force coefficients by the unsteady
aerodynamic model is also less accurate. The difference in averaged
force coefficients forHM1andHM2 is about 20%, about 7.5% for the
thrust coefficient of the pure sinusoidal motion, and 31% for the
lateral force coefficient. These time-averaged thrust coefficients are
closer to the experimental values compared to the NS computations,
due to cancellation effects with an underprediction in the first part of
the stroke, t  0.05–0.25, and overprediction of the forces in the
second part of the stroke, t  0.3–0.5. Potential sources of these
discrepancies are discussed in Sec. III.C. The standard deviation, Std
CT (Table 2), for the unsteady aerodynamic vortex model is indeed
much greater than for the NS computations. Note that StdCT reduces
when the time history of thrust coefficient is corrected for the phase
difference. A more detailed comparison between experiments and
computations is obtained by plotting the experimental results against
the computational results, as shown in Fig. 8 for the thrust coefficient
and the three kinematics. The solid straight lines at 45 deg represent
perfect agreement. The NS results align along a narrow region
oriented at an angle smaller than 45 deg. This supports the fact that
both the NS computations and experiments capture the same flow
physics and that the small differences can be attributed to changes
between the setups, as noted earlier. In contrast, comparison between
the vortex method and experiments show more fundamental dif-
ferences. The peak values of the thrust coefficients occur at a different
phase in the computations and experiments, resulting in large
departures from the 45 deg straight line. There are also differences in
the evolution between maxima. For HM1 kinematics, the double
oval shape is due to the three maxima in the computational results
































































































compared to two maxima in the experimental measurements in each
stroke. For HM2 kinematics, a loop is found between the maxima. In
this case, there are two maxima in both computations and experi-
ments. In contrast, for the sinusoidal kinematics, the large second
maxima results in a single oval shape. Differences between the up-
and downstroke are also observed, although the overall shape is the
same for each kinematic. Clearly, the UAVM overpredicts the
amplitude and phase of force maxima. To gain a better understanding
of these differences, we examine the vorticity field for each of the
kinematics in the next section.
Three-dimensional spanwise flow should contribute to the dif-
ferences in force history between the unsteady vortex model and the
CFD and experimental measurements. Flow visualization data [23]
and the flowfield obtained from the NS computations reveal the
presence of tip vortices and a spanwise component of the flow from
the tip toward the root of the wing. Compared to the tip vortices on a







a) Thrust coefficient hover motion 1






b) Lateral force coefficient hover motion 1







c) Thrust coefficient hover motion 2






d) Lateral force coefficient hover motion 2







e) Thrust coefficient pure sinusoidal motion






f) Lateral force coefficient pure sinusoidal motion
Fig. 7 Comparisonof the force coefficients of all threemotions for the experiment (the error bar is one standarddeviation), unsteadyaerodynamic vortex
model, and the NS computations.
Table 2 Comparison of the averaged force coefficients and standard deviation
HM1 HM2 Sine
Exp NS UAVM Exp NS UAVM Exp NS UAVM
CT 2.79 2.31 2.54 2.64 2.23 2.17 2.39 1.97 2.57
Mean ΔCT — — −0.475 −0.243 — — −0.41 −0.479 — — −0.421 0.184
Std CT — — 0.379 1.84(1.25a) — — 0.0295 1.56(1.01a) — — 0.499 2.21(1.55a)









































































a) Hover motion 1









b) Hover motion 2








Fig. 8 Correlation plot of the force coefficients of all three motions. The solid lines and dashed lines represent the up and down-stroke respectively.

































































hovering flat plate at lower Reynolds numbers (i.e., Re  100), the
sizes of the tip vortices observed in this study were smaller, also due
to the narrower wing shape near the tip. On the other hand, Shyy and
Liu [24] investigated the role of leading-edge vortices (LEVs) and
spanwise effects at Re ranging from 10 to 6000 for insectlike wings
and kinematics. They observed that the spanwise effects were the
greatest at Re  6000 for hawkmoth kinematics, and the spanwise
flow became weaker as the Reynolds number is lowered. More
detailed and concrete study of the three-dimensional spanwise effects
as a function of Re, k, and kinematics is left as future study.
C. Comparison of Vorticity Field
Complementary to the force data, the vorticity fields were mea-
sured and computed. To attain the vorticity field in the experiment,
two-dimensional particle image velocimetry is performed. From the
experiments, it was found that the flow topology at half-span is
representative for the flow topology on themajority of the airfoil [23].
The vorticity field reveals a number of large-scale vortical features
(e.g., formation of a leading-edge vortex). These large-scale features
are observed by all three methods and differ distinctly for all three
motions.

































































Figure 9 shows the vorticity of the phase-averaged flowfield for
HM1 at half-span and phases as indicated for the experiment, the NS
computations, and the unsteady aerodynamic vortex model. At the
beginning of the stroke, the LEV from the previous half-stroke
interacts with thewing and breaks into two: a small part flowing over
the leading edge and dissipating almost immediately, and a larger part
that moves along the airfoil surface to the trailing edge, where it
interacts with the trailing-edge vortices (TEVs). An LEV develops
from approximately t  0.2 until the end of the stroke. The largest
thrust coefficient occurs at the first peak, t  0.2. During wing
rotation between t  0.3 and 0.6, a TEV forms with
counterclockwise vorticity for the wing at the left end of the stroke.
During this process, the second maximum of the force coefficient
occurs, at t  0.4. This vortex and a second TEV, a starting vortex
having opposite circulation that forms at stroke reversal, combine to
form a persistent vortex structure.

































































The phase-averaged vorticity forHM2 is plotted in Fig. 10. Similar
to HM1, the LEV interacts with the wing, right after the stroke
reversal. The LEV breaks into two parts, where the larger part joins
the starting vortex at the trailing edge. The other part remains around
the leading edge and is entrained and annihilated by the new LEV
having opposite circulation. In this case, the LEV detaches between
t  0.2 and 0.4, stimulated by the increase of the pitch angle at
t  0.25. A new LEV forms around t  0.4. These flow features
correlate closely with the two peaks in force coefficients. The first
peak at t  0.15 in the time history of thrust in Fig. 7e is called the
wake-capture peak [25], where the wing–wake interaction results in
thrust enhancement. The second thrust peak t  0.4 ismainly due to
the generation of the LEVon the suction side of the wing [25].
In Fig. 11, the phase-averaged vorticity for the sine motion are
plotted. At the start of the stroke during stroke reversal, the vorticity
contours show significantly weaker LE and TE vortices compared
to the other two kinematics, which is consistent with the relative
low force coefficient measured at these phases. For this kinematics,
the LEV is observed first at t  0.2. The force coefficients at the
beginning of the stroke are small, but as the LEV grows larger, the
force coefficients surmount the maximum coefficients of both HM1
and HM2. There is no evidence of formation of TE vortices at stroke
reversal, in contrast to HM1 and HM2.
The NS computations of the vorticity field compare well to the
experiment. The largest difference occurs at t  0.1; at this phase,
there is a negative vorticity region on the bottom of the airfoil that is
not present in the PIV measurements. A possible reason for this
difference is that the vortex, located upstream of the wing, in the
computations is stronger than in the experimen; the maximum
positive vorticity in that region is roughly twice as large as the
experiment (Fig. 11a). As a result, when the wing interacts with this
vortex at t  0.1, the stronger vortex in the computations leads to
generation of a small secondary vortex of opposite direction, while
we do not observe such a secondary vortex in the experiment. For all
other phases, the vorticity field in the near field, within 1 chord length
of the airfoil, is nearly identical to the measurements; further away
from the airfoil, the NS computations display larger diffusion of the
vorticity compared to the experiment, whichmay be due to numerical
viscosity or blockage effects in the experiments.
Thevorticity field for theUAVMis obtained first by calculating the
induced velocity field from the position and strength of discrete
vortices in the flowfield. The vorticity then follows by taking the curl
of the induced velocity. In general, the UAVM is able to capture the
major flow structures around thewing; the LEV during themidstroke
as well as TEVs are well defined. However, the LEV strength is
overpredicted, partly due to the assumption of constant shedding of
vorticity at the leading edge. Moreover, the viscous diffusion, exter-
nally modeled into the UAVM, is less than in the NS computation or
in the experiments. Finally, because of the boundary discretization
effects in the UAVM, vortices in the flowfield can pass through the
wing. These effects combine to produce the large difference in forces
during the first part of the stroke, as depicted in Fig. 7 between
t  0.05 and 0.15 for HM1 and the sine motion. The vorticity field
at t  0.2 shows vortices upstream of the wing for the UAVM
results that are not present in the PIV measurements and NS com-
putations. Note also a small blob of vorticity on the suction side of the
wing near the TE at t  0.1 in theUAVM that seems to be connected
to the vorticity on the pressure side of thewing. On the other hand, for
HM2, the vorticity field obtained from UAVM (t  0.1) is closer to
that of the PIVand NS computation. This is also consistent with the
better correlation of the forces around this time instant for HM2.
Exact quantification of these artificial effects requires future study.
IV. Conclusions
This paper assesses the force generation and the flowfield of a
hovering three-dimensional Zimmermanwing undergoing bio-inspired
kinematics obtained using force and particle-image-velocimetry
vorticity measurements, a Navier–Stokes equation solver, and an
unsteady aerodynamic vortex model. Three pitch–plunge motions
derived from measured hawkmoth kinematics are considered,
namely pitch angle equal to 1) feathering angle without elevation
angle (HM1), 2) feathering angle with a correction for the elevation
angle (HM2), and 3) a sinusoidal fit of the feathering angle (sine).
Aerodynamic forces calculated by solving the Navier–Stokes
equations are consistent with the experimental force measurements.
The time-averaged computed forces are 82 to 87% of the experi-
mentally measured forces. The small differences can be related to a
number of factors. First, blockage effects in thewater channel, which
might increase the forces measured in the experiment. Second, the
presence of a thrust-induced flow, which may not be well-developed
in the simulations and may also result in higher force coefficients.
Third, the Navier–Stokes equation solutions are solved assuming
laminar flow; therefore, transition from laminar-to-turbulence and
turbulence effects are not included but may be present in the
experiments. Similar to the force results, the vorticity field computed
fromNavier–Stokes equation solver shows qualitatively similar flow
structures. The vorticity magnitude is slightly smaller than what has
been observed in the PIVmeasurements. The computational time for
five motion cycles is about 16 h on 24 CPUs.
The unsteady aerodynamic vortexmodel captures themajor trends
of the force history with larger differences in the amplitude and phase
than the Navier–Stokes computations. The computational time for
five motion cycles is about 6 h on 12 CPUs. For the three cases
considered, the unsteady aerodynamic vortex model underpredicts
the thrust in the first half of the motion stroke, while the thrust in the
second half is much greater. The resulting vorticity fields show that
the strength of the leading-edge vortex is overpredicted, which in turn
affects the wing–wake interaction that occurs right after the stroke
reversal. Further potential sources of this discrepancy are the
simplified model of vortex diffusion and the artificial wing–wake
interaction. As a result, the time-averaged thrust coefficients from the
unsteady aerodynamic vortex model yield closer values than the
Navier–Stokes results compared to the force measurements due to
cancellation effects for HM1 and sine kinematics. The difference is
greater for HM2, where the vorticity field shows the least wing–wake
interaction and the best agreement with the experiment and the
Navier–Stokes computations. The standard deviation is consistently
greater than that of the Navier–Stokes computations.
In closing, the significant differences in implementation of the
same flow problem between the experiments and the high- and low-
fidelitymodels were noted. In the experiments, reducing sensor noise
dictated the use of a very large number of cycles in the phase
averages. This led to relatively long duration experiments and the
need to achieve stable thrust-induced flow in the facility. Also, test-
section geometry is important in the resulting induced flow. These
effects are generally referred to as blockage effects. The present
results suggest that these effects are important, and better agreement
with computational results requires advances in sensor technology
or a larger facility or both. In contrast with the long-duration
experiments, it is not realistic to run the numerical models for many
cycles. In this case, the issue becomes how few cycles are required to
achieve stable thrust-induced flow in the numerical simulations. The
present results suggest that as few as three cycles are sufficient. This
very small number may be due to much smaller uncertainty in the
thrust-induced flow compared to experiments. In the high-fidelity
simulations, better agreement with experiment may be obtained
using a far-field geometry representative of the flow facility. In the
low-fidelity simulations, the major source of error is implementation
of the boundary conditions at the wing surface, which resulted in
significant differences in the flowfield and aerodynamic force.
Improvements in the low-fidelity model require a more accurate
implementation of thewing boundary conditions as well as capturing
three-dimensional effects. The additional computational resources
and computational time required by these changes may not be
justified depending on the application.
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